The Jewish Values that Inform our Work

- **Kavod Ha’Briot: Respect and Dignity for all Human Beings**
  Rabbi Eliezer says, “Let your neighbor’s dignity be precious to you as your own.” (Pirkei Avot 2:10)
  Each and every one of us is made in the image of God – B’tselem Elohim (Genesis 1:26), which means that each one of us contains a Divine spark and that we must endeavor to always treat every person with compassion and dignity.
  Every human being, regardless of race, religion, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation or physical or mental disability is deserving of full inclusion and every opportunity.

- **Talmud Torah: Education and Awareness**
  The Rabbis said, “The study of Torah is important because the study of Torah brings us the performance of mitzvot.” (Babylonian Talmud Kiddushin 40b) NCJW has a longstanding history of educating our own constituency and speaking up about the issues that help us fulfill our obligation to “love our fellow as ourselves.” (Leviticus 19:18)
  Education is a critical component in raising awareness in order to create meaningful social change.

- **Tzedek Tzedek Tirdof: The Pursuit of Justice**
  The Torah teaches that we are obligated to pursue justice for all (Deuteronomy 16:20), that we must always take action when we see an injustice (Leviticus 19:16), and that we must “do what is right and what is good.” (Deuteronomy 6:18). Through tzedakah (philanthropy) advocacy and community service, NCJW works to realize its vision of a just society – a society in which everyone will have full and equal access to the quality of life to which all are entitled.
  Acceptance is threaded through everything we do. NCJW pursues justice and respect for all human beings.
Dear Friends,

An annual report is an opportunity to take a look back at the accomplishments of the past year. As we look back at NCJW’s 124th year, it is clear that our mission of advancing social and economic justice for women, children, and families has never been more pressing and more necessary.

In FY2017 (July 1, 2016 - June 30, 2017), we confronted serious threats to our goal of social justice for all, including the attempted repeal of the Affordable Care Act and the attempt to fill judgeships with extreme jurists who do not uphold our most essential constitutional freedoms. We also confronted the rise of white supremacist hate groups, an attack on women's right to contraception and abortion and the increasing attempt to divide our society by race, gender, ethnicity, wealth, and religion.

Rather than being daunted by these threats, we redoubled our efforts and are growing our network of courageous, dedicated activists across the United States. We have engaged in conversations with people with differing opinions, in organizing women across the country, and in starting a national conversation based on shared values and respect. And we marched together, protested together, lobbied together, and wrote thousands of letters to our elected officials to let them know what we progressive Jewish women believe.

In FY2017 we also embarked on an ambitious effort to research and analyze the status of the women’s agenda in Israel. This effort, which will help us chart a course for the future of gender equality there, was led by Dr. Nancy Strichman in cooperation with the Dafna Fund of Israel and relied on interviews with hundreds of women activists, academics and donors. The groundbreaking findings were presented at a symposium in Tel Aviv on International Women’s Day — March 8, 2018.

Since 1893, NCJW has been confronting the most urgent social and economic issues of the day and driving lasting social change. We are a network across communities, with the power to make change happen and to get results. As we look forward to celebrating our 125th anniversary, we are honored to have your participation.

With thanks for your commitment and support,

Beatrice Kahn    Nancy K. Kaufman
President   Chief Executive Officer
Our Work

NCJW confronts today’s most urgent social and economic challenges facing women, children, and families. Powered by the Jewish imperative to ensure dignity for all, we impact policy, advocate for justice, and support the community. Your voice has never been more essential and our voices together make a meaningful difference in the world.

NCJW is unique and effective in advancing social justice because we explicitly link our values with action. We bring together activists across generations across the United States and in Israel. We create alliances and provide leadership both within the Jewish community and across all faiths and racial and ethnic groups to give voice to our common causes. By advancing social change through a faith-based Jewish lens, we bring a distinctive voice to public debates and to coalitions for change, both locally and nationally.

We are proud to share these highlights of our advocacy work in FY2016-2017.
Women’s March

In 2016/17, women were on the march. We are indeed no strangers to marching. As women we have marched en masse for goals ranging from the idealistic to the pragmatic, and usually a mixture of both — the right to vote, the choice about when to give birth, family leave, and equal pay, among others. But not since the height of the civil rights movement have we felt so intensely that we are marching to save our nation’s soul.

We began 2017 by marching, when NCJW members across the country prayed with their feet to stand up for women everywhere. In Washington, DC, we convened a contingent of Jewish groups, leading the charge from the 6th and I Synagogue to Constitution Avenue. Across the country, NCJW leaders took buses and cars, spoke at podiums and on stages, and raised a collective voice to insist on dignity for all.
Reproductive Health, Rights, and Justice

Since our founding, NCJW has been a leader in the reproductive health and rights movement, and while in the past 100 years much advancement has been made to secure a woman’s right to abortion and contraception under the law, there is so much more that needs to be done to ensure reproductive freedom is truly accessible to all. As reproductive health, rights, and justice came under increasing attack this past year, NJCW ramped up its efforts to combat the erosion of hard-won, crucial women’s rights.

Highlights

- We mobilized grassroots efforts across the country to ensure that the Affordable Care Act remains the law of the land. The ACA has been threatened numerous times since January 2017 and still stands, in no small part because of our efforts.

- NCJW activists nationwide submitted more than 1000 comments to the Department of Health and Human Services this fall in response to its new strategic plan, which, among other things, defines life as beginning at conception, a religious tenet contrary to Jewish law, and ignores the needs of our most vulnerable communities, including communities of color, LGBTQ individuals, people facing language barriers, and low-income families and individuals.

- NCJW worked with sections to increase their engagement in our Reproductive Health, Rights, and Justice work. In Cleveland, we conducted Reproductive Justice Training with facilitators from Advocates for Youth and SisterSong Women of Color Reproductive Justice Collective. Two additional section reproductive justice trainings resulted in hundreds of NCJW members being educated and trained in the reproductive justice framework.

- NCJW was represented at the Sister Song Reproductive Justice conference in New Orleans in October and acted as the leader of the white caucus while there.

- In January 2017, we launched our partnership with In Our Own Voice: National Black Women’s Reproductive Justice Agenda, All* Above All, and the National Institute for Reproductive Health, to help communities advance reproductive rights, health, and justice with local resolutions.
Federal Courts

Judges confirmed to lifetime seats on federal courts, including the US Supreme Court, make the decisions that shape our nation. Federal court decisions impact every aspect of our lives including the schools we can attend; our privacy; our ability to start a family when we choose; the safety of the products we buy; our religious freedom; and our voting rights. NCJW was able to build on 15 years of experience and, through Benchmark: NCJW’s Judicial Nominations Campaign our powerful grassroots network educated their communities about the importance of the federal judiciary, and mobilized and advocated to ensure court vacancies are filled by competent nominees committed to constitutional values.

Highlights:

- NCJW co-led and provided support for coalitions in 7 states: Nebraska, Illinois, Maine, Louisiana, Minnesota, Missouri, and Michigan. We also worked closely with NCJW State Policy Advocates in Texas, Colorado, Pennsylvania, and Florida who are active members in their state coalitions.

- NCJW coordinated the Do Your Job campaign targeted to force a Senate vote on Obama nominee for the Supreme Court Merrick Garland. In coordination with this campaign, NCJW led hundreds of activists to the Senate to deliver letters of support for Garland and copies of the constitution to Senator Chuck Grassley, Chairperson of the Senate Judiciary Committee.

- We engaged activists across the country in an effort to prevent the confirmations of Judge Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court and multiple lower court judges, including John Bush (6th Circuit); Damien Schiff (Court of Federal Claims); and David Stras (8th Circuit). The nomination of Jeff Mateer to the Eastern District of Texas was withdrawn in part because of the efforts of NCJW and our partners.

- We supported 11 sections in delivering You Be The Judge and other federal court-related programs, engaging and educating more than 1,000 NCJW members and supporters.

- NCJW published four op eds by staff in outlets as diverse as The Hill, Bustle, and The Huffington Post, as well as regional outlets, such as the Minneapolis Star Tribune.

- We coordinated and helped draft an interfaith sign-on letter with 19 interfaith organizations expressing concern about Neil Gorsuch. It was sent to all Senators and entered into the official record during the Senate Judiciary Hearing on Gorsuch by Senator Chris Coons (D-DE). We also motivated nearly 1000 activists to take a stand against Gorsuch, including collecting 600 postcards that were hand-delivered to the Senate offices the week of the Judiciary Committee vote.

NCJW’s BenchMark: Judicial Nominations Campaign is generously funded by a grant from the Open Society Foundations.
Civic Engagement

Our vote is our voice. Civic engagement at NCJW means protecting against efforts to exclude individuals from the electoral process, promoting understanding of the issues at stake during elections, and encouraging every person who is eligible to register and vote.

Our work this past year has been focused on promoting and protecting the vote and training NCJW volunteers and advocates in the fundamentals of community organizing so they can galvanize their communities, increase their capacity to educate about the issues, change hearts and minds, and get out the vote in 2018 and 2020.

Highlights

- Our activists engaged in the NCJW/Jewish Organizing Institute & Network (JOIN for Justice) Mobilization Power Building Pilot (MPBP) with our Essex County (NJ), Los Angeles (CA), and Pittsburgh (PA) sections in the spring of 2017, training more than 40 NCJW members and holding more than 100 one on one conversations.
- In June, NCJW partnered with JOIN for Justice on Resistance, Organizing, Action, and Resilience (ROAR!) organizing trainings, presenting five Introduction to Organizing trainings around the country attended by more than 200 members and volunteers.
- NCJW piloted access to the Voter Activation Network (VAN), an online information management tool to promote organizing and activism, with two states, Missouri and California.
- Twenty-six sections and 13 SPAs in 18 states were involved in civic engagement activities, including:
  - California NCJW State Policy Advocates (SPAs) wrote, cast, and filmed a voter engagement video, seen by more than 10,000 individuals, and
  - St. Louis (MO) galvanized voters to oppose Missouri Constitutional Amendment 6, a ballot initiative that would amend the Constitution to require certain restrictive forms of photo ID to vote.
Hear Us ROAR!

In 2016, NCJW launched the Mobilization & Power Building Pilot Program (MPBP) in partnership with the Jewish Organizing Institute and Network (JOIN for Justice). We created a robust training program focused on advocacy, community organizing, and leadership development with the goals of skill building for leaders, strengthening grassroots engagement, and increasing NCJW’s visibility.

Begun as a pilot program, NCJW and JOIN chose three sections, Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, and Essex County, NJ, to participate in two-day intensive trainings. Following the individual trainings, all three sections were brought together in March for a joint training at the end of NCJW’s national convention in Atlanta.

The success of these pilots convinced us to continue our partnership with JOIN by participating in a new phase of training called: ROAR! A Jewish Leadership Training for Resistance, Organizing, Action, and Resilience. Through ROAR!, we trained NCJW leaders in the fundamentals of community organizing in order to increase their strategic impact and build and sustain a movement for advancing social change leading up to the 2018 midterm elections and ultimately to the 2020 presidential election. NCJW was JOIN’s national Jewish partner, and we were the lead ROAR! organizer in Dallas, Detroit, Miami, New Orleans, and St. Louis.

Between June 4 and June 25, 2017, NCJW sponsored five ROAR! trainings as the lead partner, training 202 people in community organizing in Dallas (50), Detroit (44), Miami (47), New Orleans (19), and St. Louis (42). NCJW co-sponsored an additional five trainings in New York, New Jersey, Los Angeles, Orange County, and Pittsburgh.

Attendees benefitted greatly from the “organizing 101” content — which focused primarily on theories of organizing and basic overviews — followed by overviews of organizing and power and 1:1 conversations training. All five NCJW sections are engaged in post-ROAR! efforts with NCJW staff support:

- Dallas launched a Get Out the Vote campaign with a retreat for Texas members planned for March;
- Detroit embarked on a gerrymandering effort;
- Miami engaged in restoring voting rights for formerly incarcerated individuals;
- New Orleans focused on both racial justice and reproductive rights education and training; and
- St. Louis embarked on a state courts effort.

Building on the first two phases, NCJW began organizing Phase III in the fall of 2017. Looking ahead, we hope to broaden the trainings we’ve provided to include more of our network, particularly in red and purple states, and to continue the important power-building work. We can’t wait to see what 2018 brings!
Civil Rights

NCJW has always advocated for equality and inclusion, and this year our work was more important than ever. At a time when anti-Semitism, racism, and anti-LGBTQ sentiment are on the rise, our national network of progressive women lead the way, as we’ve done for 125 years. And, we won’t stop until every person is included and respected.

Highlights:

- NCJW became a partner in Communities Against Hate in cooperation with the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights and a diverse coalition of civil rights organizations whose goals are to document stories, provide resources, and respond to incidents of violence, threats, and property damage motivated by hate in the United States. Through this partnership, we have created a link on our website for people to report hate and bias incidents.

- NCJW INC. mobilized members and supporters to protest the nominations of key members of the administration, including Education Secretary Betsy DeVos, Attorney General Jeff Sessions, former Chief Strategy Advisor Steven Bannon, former Health and Human Services Secretary Tom Price, and nominee for Labor Secretary Andy Puzder.
State Policy Advocates Lead the Way

NCJW’s winning team of 25 State Policy Advocates in 28 states is leading innovative initiatives and making change in state houses across the country. One highlight of 2016/2017 is our work against sex-trafficking of women and children in the US. Our California team’s story shows why we’re so proud of our SPAs.

For 125 years, the National Council of Jewish Women has been fighting human trafficking, starting with protecting vulnerable women and children immigrants at Ellis Island. Continuing that tradition of advocacy, NCJW CA and its six sections scored two important victories with the passage and signing of two human trafficking bills they co-sponsored. The new laws will enhance an existing law (also co-sponsored by NCJW CA in 2012) by adding hotels and motels, prime locations for trafficking, to the list of 12 business categories required to post a public notice with the Human Trafficking Hotline phone numbers. The new laws also update the model notice to include a text number to these hotlines, the safest way for survivors and the community to report abuses. This type of notice is the single most important means for identifying and rescuing trafficked victims. Each year, the National Human Trafficking Hotline handles thousands of cases (7,572 cases in 2016 alone) with usage going up consistently each year. Human trafficking is a multibillion dollar criminal enterprise in California and globally.

NCJW CA advocates played a crucial role in the legislative success. State Policy Advocates worked with the legislators’ staffs to draft the bills and strategize about a successful campaign for passage. They met with Governor Brown’s chief legislative staff to identify any issues which might impede his signing the bill if it came to his desk. But it took the many voices of our California Sections’ advocates in strong support of the bills to get them over the line.

Seventy-five members from across the state received training on the bills and how to lobby at the NCJW CA annual Lobby Day in early June 2017. The following day they visited their respective legislators to educate them about trafficking and the need for the legislation. When the bills passed the legislature, our advocates then contacted Governor Brown. Throughout the many month process, NCJW CA advocates made phone calls, conducted in-district visits and sent emails at critical points in response to Action Alerts put out by the CA State Policy Advocates.

All the California sections have also been active in the implementation of the original human trafficking notice law. For the past several years, sections have created regional model notices and initiated ongoing community wide efforts to educate businesses about human trafficking and their responsibility to post the lifesaving notice. Many hundreds of businesses were visited through NCJW led efforts. Further, we partnered with other key organizations fighting trafficking as well as supportive elements in the law enforcement community to strengthen the effectiveness of the notice law.

We still have much to do to fight human trafficking and our able NCJW advocates will continue to lead the way in California and sections across the country.

Special thanks to California SPA Claire Lipschultz for providing this story.
Immigration and Refugees

The past year has been especially difficult for immigrants and refugees in the United States. Immigrants and refugees come to the US seeking better lives for themselves and their families. Yet billions of dollars are being spent to increase immigration law enforcement and raids to detain and deport immigrants — including children — tearing families and communities apart in the process. Refugees are currently in a similarly vulnerable position, with attempts to instate a religious ban against Muslim refugees, cut the number of refugees allowed into the US, and underfund the entire resettlement program.

Highlights:

- NCJW joined the legal fight and signed on to five amicus briefs opposing various iterations of President Trump’s Muslim and Refugee bans.
- We rallied with members, supporters, allies, and partners to protest President Trump’s anti-immigrant agenda at the US Supreme Court, White House, and Immigration and Customs Enforcement.
- Our community across the country sent letters, rallied, mobilized members and supporters, and joined numerous actions opposing the Trump Administration’s shift in immigration enforcement and detention policy – from targeting individuals who have committed serious crimes, to any and all individuals without permanent legal status.
NCJW ISRAEL

NCJW’s commitment to improving the status of women and girls in Israel is and has been a key priority for almost 70 years. In 2016/17, we took some extraordinary steps to advance this goal.

NCJW’s Israel Granting Program supports Israeli organizations that enhance gender equality, improve the lives of women, children, and families, and strengthen peace and civil society. Specifically, through the generosity of individuals and sections alike, in 2016/17 NCJW supported a vast array of programs that offer assistance, training, and guidance to members of the LBGTQ community, Bedouin and Palestinian women, victims of sex trafficking and prostitution, and single mothers who have left the ultra-Orthodox community. Together with NCJW’s advocacy and coalition work, our strategic grant-making efforts educate and empower individuals to reclaim their civil liberties and help ensure Israel’s future.

In addition to the Israel Granting Program, NCJW recently engaged in a year-long seminal research project in partnership with the Dafna Fund of Israel and supported by the Mazer Family Fund of UJA-Federation of New York, “Past Achievements and Future Directions of Feminist and Women’s Organizations in Israel: A Participatory Action Research Project.” This research project, in which hundreds of activists, academics, and organizational professionals were interviewed, explores and analyzes key achievements, trends, and challenges over the past 15 years in women’s organizations in Israel. It also points to opportunities for future actions. The vision is to produce a document that will be useful for future organizational and strategic efforts among activists and leaders in the field to have a greater impact on making social change in Israel.

The research was capped off by an exciting day-long symposium in Tel Aviv for Israelis and Americans to discuss the findings on March 8, 2018. The symposium was held on International Women’s Day, the final day of NCJW’s Study Tour, in cooperation with the Jewish Women’s Funding Network. The results of the research will be used to set NCJW’s Israel agenda for the foreseeable future, helping us to be an agent for change and a proponent of a true civil society in Israel.

We are proud that in FY2017, NCJW made grants to the following organizations:

- Hillel: The Right to Choose for support for Ex-Haredi Single Mothers and Children
- Isha L’Isha – Haifa Feminist Center, Fighting Against Trafficking in Women and Prostitution (and Studying Women-without-Status)
- Israel Hofsheet/Israel Be Free, Strengthening Equal Rights in Israel by Promoting Marriage Alternatives
- Jerusalem Open House, Serving the Transgender Community
- RIFIE, Training Bedouin Women for the Workforce as Educators in the Pre-School Sector
- Tel Aviv University NCJW Women and Gender Studies Program for the creation of an Alumni Organization
- Tel Aviv University’s Women’s Studies Forum, Bringing Academia to Wider Community and Outreach to STEM faculty
- Women Wage Peace, for Israeli Salad (Inclusive Dialogue among Women from Different Communities)
- JWF Collaborative Grant focused on women and employment
Shaping the Future, Leading the Way: NCJW’s 47th National Convention

Every three years, NCJW convenes progressive women from across the country to help shape the future of our organization. This event draws on the power of our innovative leaders and creative strategists to create three exciting days of learning, training, and teaching.

In March 2017, close to 400 committed and passionate women from around the country traveled to Atlanta, Georgia to attend NCJW’s 47th National Convention. Attendees heard and learned from a stunning array of issue experts who discussed trends in women’s social justice, community organizing, and leadership.

Hillary Rodham Clinton received the Woman Who Dared Award. NCJW celebrated her four decades in public service as an advocate, attorney, First Lady, U.S. Senator, U.S. Secretary of State, and presidential candidate.

Representative John Lewis, who has dedicated his life to protecting human rights and securing civil liberties, received the Faith and Humanity Award. His emotional, dynamic speech was the highlight of the convention. He noted that he has always been “inspired to get into trouble and get in the way,” and urged us to keep doing the right thing to “ensure history will be kind to us.”

The Honorable Phyllis A. Kravitch, the first woman to be appointed a federal judge in the Southeast and the first woman appointed to the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, received the Lifetime Achievement Award.

Luma Mufleh, a Jordanian immigrant, a Muslim of Syrian descent, and a US citizen, received the Hannah G. Solomon Award. Mufleh is the CEO and founder director of Fugees Family, Inc., a nonprofit organization that uses the power of soccer, education, and community to empower refugee children to integrate successfully into the United States.

We elected and installed our slate of officers and board members for the new triennium; considered, debated, and voted on crucial resolutions; made lasting connections and went home armed with information and techniques to engage our communities and strengthen our sections.

And, we believe and are inspired by the words of our newly-elected national President Beatrice Kahn: "We are necessary. We are powerful. This is our moment, let’s seize it – together."
Monica Raye Simpson, SisterSong

NCJW MN Section Receives Section Showcase Award

Resolutions Hearing

Amy Smith and Janet Sollit, Convention Co-Chairs

Rep. John Lewis with Pat Peiser

Section Showcase

Secretary Hillary Rodham Clinton
NCJW's new website launched in the summer of 2017, after a multi-year planning, development, and implementation process. The website is designed to show the meaningful difference we make in the world, especially our effective combination of national policy work and local community service and activism. We wanted to be sure that both prongs of our work were highlighted and clear. We are excited to see the commitment, energy and activism that we've come to expect from NCJW, displayed in full color on the screen!

*We are grateful for the vision and generosity of Honorary President Barbara Mandel. She has inspired this project from the beginning and we worked hard to ensure that it lived up to her high standards.*

---

**An Interview with Barbara A. Mandel**

The creation of the new NJCW website has been made possible by a generous gift recommended by Barbara to the Mandel Foundation.

Barbara is a Past National President and is now an Honorary President of NJCW. Recently, she shared some of her thoughts with us about how her volunteer involvement in NCJW – and along the way learning to be, generous givers – has positively enriched her life. We are pleased to share some of Barbara’s thoughts with our readers.

"What does NCJW mean to me?"

At a young age, even before I married my husband Mort, I was already a volunteer in Cleveland. Shortly after we were married, Mort enlisted my help when he became Chair of the Young Adult Division of the Cleveland Jewish Federation –
as part of their Annual Fund-Raising Campaign. I really got involved then, and along the way it became important to me to be involved also in efforts to improve the quality of life in the larger Cleveland community.

Early on, I decided to get involved in a women’s organization. The women I knew who were active in the Cleveland Section of NJCW were a very bright, very impressive group who seemed able to find fulfillment in the NCJW agenda. I really enjoyed my involvement there, and learned a tremendous amount about non-profit organizations, and how to do it right!

So, first I became a volunteer in the Cleveland Section, then I was invited to join the Board; then I joined the Executive Committee; then I became a Vice-President – and eventually became President of the Cleveland Section.

This growing involvement is when I learned about NCJW, its past successes, and its hopes and aspirations for a better, brighter future for everyone.

I still remember my first NCJW Convention. I met some wonderful exciting people there, and over time began to think about running for the National Board. I was encouraged, by people I admired and respected, to “go for it” – to run for election. So, I was nominated, I was elected, and there I became more involved in fund-raising and served in many other positions. There I learned skills that have served me well in volunteer positions I have held at many different organizations – both here in the United States and in Israel.

I have stayed interested in NCJW for many years now because of its wonderful and important mission – which is, in very quick summary, to make our world a better place for all.

When I was NCJW National President, I was honored to testify before Congress on some “fair labor” issues. NCJW gave me the opportunity to learn how to be a Leader – and more specifically, to understand the importance of the NCJW agenda – including Advocacy and Diversity.

I would for sure advise any women trying to find her way into volunteerism to examine and then consider joining your local NCJW section, and possibly later to get involved in National NCJW activities."

Prior to serving as National President of NCJW, Barbara served as president of the NCJW Cleveland Section, and received the Hannah G. Solomon Award from the Cleveland Section. Over several decades of “non-stop” service to Jewish and General causes, in the USA and in Israel, Barbara became involved with the American Friends of Hebrew University and soon became their President, and is currently an Honorary President.

Barbara serves on the Board of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and is now their International Co-Chair of Advocacy. In addition she is Honorary Chair of the Board, and a member of the Hebrew University Executive Committee. Barbara is a Trustee of Brandeis University where she currently serves as a Co-Chair of the Institutional Advancement Committee.

Barbara has just completed service as the Board Chair of the Cooper-Hewitt Smithsonian National Design Museum, where she has been a long serving member of their Board. Barbara is in the Ohio Women’s Hall of Fame, and is currently vice-president of the Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel Foundation.
NCJW SECTIONS: Focus on Community Service

By advancing and implementing community service programs we put NCJW’s social justice agenda into action.

Susan Gertner, Executive Director, NCJW | MI

Across the US, NCJW sections provide a wide range of programs to meet the needs of women, children, and families in their communities. Section programs impact thousands of lives in both large and small ways.

Some highlights from the past year:

NCJW Essex County

The Linda and Rudy Slucker NCJW/Essex Center for Women was established in 1981 to serve the community as a nonsectarian center for women in Essex County and the surrounding areas. The Center for Women is funded by NCJW/Essex and is also a grantee of the State of New Jersey, Department of Children and Families, Division on Women. The Center offers career services, computer classes, workshops and support programs for women and children. In the decades since its founding, it has served thousands of women.

Career Services allow clients to work one-on-one with skilled staff who offer career guidance to women who would like to become "job-ready." Through individualized career counseling, resume writing and interview skills, job search strategies and access to the Career Closet (career clothing for interviews), clients become ready to enter or re-enter the workforce. Many of our clients are displaced homemakers, whose financial situations have changed because of separation, divorce, death of a spouse, disability of a spouse, or having a spouse deployed in the military.

In 2016/17, the Center for Women served 1,328 women in transition.

NCJW Michigan

NCJW | MI Section’s many community service programs include a heartwarming Kosher Meals on Wheels that serves over 20,000 meals per year in partnership with Jewish Family Service and Jewish Senior Life. JFS is responsible for participant intake, JSL provides the meals, and NCJW oversees the program, fundraises and packs and delivers the meals to seniors who benefit from the program. Serving 20,000 meals annually, the program involves 70 volunteers who not only bring their clients the meals, but also become their communication to the world; NCJW volunteers are often the only people who visit with these elderly individuals.

The program has been running for 45 years. This program allows seniors to continue to live in their own homes independently, knowing that this particular need will be met regardless of weather.

Working through synagogues, hospitals, and Jewish Family Service, NCJW | MI is an integral part of the Jewish community, meeting the needs of older adults in this special and loving way.

Seven NCJW Sections reported on programs dealing with hunger and food issues in their communities, serving an aggregate of approximately 250,000 meals in FY2017. They are: Bergen County, Metro Jersey, Minnesota, New York, Palm Beach, Rockland, and Sacramento.
NCJW Minnesota Section’s Muslim and Jewish Women of Minnesota (NCJW | MN) challenges commonly held narratives about what it means to be Muslim or Jewish women. NCJW | MN is a coalition of three organizations: NCJW | MN has over a 100 year history; Rabata and Reviving Sisterhood are new startup organizations. They initially came together around shared gun violence prevention public policy goals. More recently, addressing rising Islamophobic and anti-Semitic bias, racism and intolerance have become priorities. Acknowledging the dangers Muslim women who wear hijab face as they walk through the world, the three groups share a desire to create a powerful advocacy alliance while offering mutual support and growing understanding.

The November 2016 elections were a raw and searing time, especially for Muslim women. Coming together at an event to prepare for NCJW’s lobby day, our Muslim sisters said that for the first time since the election they felt hope, and the potential power of this alliance to shape the lives of women for the future.

NCJW’s focus on civic engagement provides the overall rubric for the coalition’s activities. With nearly 230 women participating in multiple events, all three organizations are hoping that their alliance will convince more Muslim and Jewish women to run for office, address difficult areas of disagreement, and build and strengthen mutually supportive personal and political relationships.

My practice of Judaism boils down to this: We are all connected, and it is our honor and our responsibility to work together for tzedek (justice). NCJW | MN is putting faith into action. We build a more just world together – one relationship at a time, one meal at a time (because we eat together a lot!) and one policy issue at a time.

Sara Schonwald, NCJW | MN board member

I took a trip to Jerusalem… That trip was hard because I saw how faith divides. But I found hope in knowing and believing that if interfaith relationships could thrive anywhere, it would be back home in Minnesota. NCJW have become my sisters.

Nausheena Hussain, co-founder and Executive Director, RISE- Reviving the Islamic Sisterhood for Empowerment.
NCJW Cleveland

NCJW/Cleveland Section’s commitment to improving childhood literacy led its volunteers to create Building Bridges with Books. Beginning three years ago, a group of NCJW members with expertise in education researched a number of schools to identify those whose libraries and students could truly benefit from program to enhance library resources. Since then the section has donated and shelved over 10,000 books, either improving or creating libraries at five schools.

Books are sorted, coded with ISBN numbers, and either given to the libraries, to teachers for classroom use, or directly to students so they can develop their own home libraries.

NCJW New York

NCJW NY Section expresses its concern for elders suffering from memory loss through its Helen Bloom LINC Program. The Program (Lunch, Interaction, Nurturing, & Companionship) provides a stimulating, supportive, and joyful atmosphere for these seniors, along with their caregivers. It is led by a professional facilitator three times a week; participants are welcomed individually and helped to settle in for the day’s activities. Recognizing that the arts provide a unique common ground, on a given day they may explore a poem, a piece of art, or discuss a news story together – each interacting at his/her own level. Participants enjoy a light lunch together followed by a sing-along led by a professional music therapist. LINC is based on the philosophy that stimulating activities geared to participants’ interests and capacities can help to stave off continued decline and boost overall mood throughout the day and week. The program models positive interaction for caregivers. What matters most is the instant personal experience participants get at NCJW NY’s Council House. LINC also recognizes the needs of caregivers, many of whom come to this work without special skills or training. In observing and participating in LINC’s activities, caregivers absorb behavioral models that they in turn use to provide improved care in the home setting.

LINC is unique among New York City’s offerings for this cohort of the aging population. It is not respite care, but an active program designed for and serving those afflicted with memory disorders and the related degenerative conditions.

Seven NCJW sections reported Senior Outreach programs that served over 1,630 people in FY2017, including: Jersey Hills, Long Beach, Nashville, New York, SE Atlantic, Utah, and Valencia Shores.

Harlei McCoy, 3rd Grade, Warner Girls’ Leadership Academy

The books that were donated to my school were very helpful, because they expanded my reading level. Before our school got the books, the library books we had were not as challenging as they are now. It’s really fun to make my mind work, and I like to use clues while reading. Thank you for the books.

Harlei McCoy, 3rd Grade, Warner Girls’ Leadership Academy
NCJW LA

NCJW LA launched The Talk Project, a program to educate high school teens about sexual violence in February 2016. In FY 2017, the Talk Project reached almost 2000 students through workshops, had 25 peer educators, and involved 9 schools and 1 youth group.

The program was inspired by the movement against sexual violence on college campuses, highlighted in the documentary The Hunting Ground. High school students, who were interning with the Section, wanted to create a program to combat sexual violence and worked with staff to create the peer-to-peer workshop that they bring to high schools throughout LA.

In order to reach teens beyond Los Angeles, The Talk Project’s peer educators also created their own website, social media platforms, resource sheets, and blog to raise awareness about sexual violence.

The LA Section chose to implement The Talk Project as it speaks to NCJW’s mission to improve the lives of women, children, and families. Students who have seen The Talk Project reported being significantly less likely to adhere to rape myths, and significantly more likely to practice consent behaviors and intervene if confronted with a situation linked to sexual violence.
NCJW Palm Beach

NCJW Palm Beach Section established Kids Community Closet – secured emergency closets in thirteen local public elementary schools in which at least 90% of the attending children qualify for free or reduced lunch, the federal measure of poverty. The closets are stocked with pants and shorts, collared jerseys, underwear and socks. On request, the section provides school supplies and personal care items, and through its partnership with Jacob’s Shoes, a Margate, FL non-profit, schools are able to obtain free footwear for their students. Selected school personnel distribute these items on an emergency basis; they provide proper clothing for children in case of emergency needs. The section’s goal is to keep children coming to school and focused on learning.

The section is currently serving schools with a total enrollment of over 10,000 children. NCJW volunteers serve as liaisons to the schools, checking on inventory needs and work with school personnel to make sure the closet is orderly and properly stocked. One additional closet provides socks and underwear for the 3200 homeless children and the 800 – 1000 children in out-of-home-placement foster care that attend the public schools. Through a grant funded by Allegany Franciscan Ministries, feminine care products are provided to young women who are homeless and in out-of-home-placement foster care as well. This specialized closet is located on the grounds of the Lincoln Elementary School in Riviera Beach and is managed with the staff of the McKinney-Vento Program of the Safe Schools Division of the Palm Beach School District.

Making sure that children have what they need to be able to attend school is a concern shared by many NCJW sections. Through Back to School Stores and other programs at least 14 sections provide back packs, school supplies, and clothing that reached nearly 40,000 children in FY2017. Sections reporting in include: Cleveland, Michigan, Essex, Greater Houston, Jersey Hills, Long Beach, Minnesota, Nebraska, New York, Palm Beach, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Rockland, and St. Louis.
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Financial Overview

National Council of Jewish Women Inc. is profoundly grateful to the generous foundations and individuals who supported our work in FY 2016-17 and in prior years.

The Board of Directors and staff of NCJW Inc. are proud of and grateful for the regard our funders and supporters have for the work we do to advance our mission. We hope this annual report makes a compelling case for our efforts to strive for social justice by improving the quality of life for women, children and families and by safeguarding individual rights and freedoms.

As we celebrate our achievements of the past 125 years, we know that they are attributable not only to the dedication and vision of our founder, Hannah G. Solomon and the generations of women who followed in her footsteps, but equally to the generosity of those donors named on the following pages.

*We offer our deepest thanks to all.*

### Revenue FY 2016-17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contributions, grants &amp; donation</td>
<td>$2,998,366</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Event</td>
<td>135,422</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Fees</td>
<td>189,185</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership Dues</td>
<td>300,276</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legacies &amp; bequest</td>
<td>478,793</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royalties</td>
<td>20,190</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends Income</td>
<td>423,215</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,545,447</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Expenses FY 2016-17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>$602,102</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>1,109,557</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services to sections &amp; members</td>
<td>1,725,386</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General &amp; Administrative</td>
<td>726,253</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>677,583</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,840,881</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Leaving A Lasting Legacy

The Hope S. and Stanley I. Adelstein Internship Program

Philanthropists Hope S. and Stanley I. Adelstein long admired the advocacy and community service work of NCJW and its sections. They also recognized that internships provide a dual purpose: they are integral to enhancing NCJW’s capacity to implement our national agenda of advancing social and economic justice for women, children, and families, and they give aspiring young people the opportunity to work, learn and be mentored in an environment dedicated to social justice.

As the Adelsteins were in the process of legacy planning in the summer of 2014, they created the Hope S. and Stanley I. Adelstein Internship Program. It enables NCJW to host paid interns each year to promote our mission, and help meet our advocacy, education, and program goals. As Ohioans, the Adelsteins hoped some of the interns would come from the Cleveland area, in recognition of the long-term relationship between the Cleveland section and NCJW, as reflected in the many Clevelanders who have served as national officers and board members.

Their transformational $450,000 legacy gift was received at the conclusion of Fiscal Year 2016. In its first year of implementation in FY2017, NCJW has benefitted from the creativity, enthusiasm, and support of three dedicated summer interns based in Washington, DC, two of whom attended school in Ohio. They created advocacy training materials, lobbied on Capitol Hill, and represented NCJW at coalition meetings. Not only did NCJW benefit from their assistance, but the interns also reported that their experiences far surpassed those of their colleagues and friends. We are proud of this distinction, and look forward to honoring the memories of Hope and Stanley Adelstein through this important program in years to come.

If you are interested in including NCJW Inc. in your estate plans, please contact Alzenia DeVerteuil, at 212-870-2742 or by email at adeverteuil@ncjw.org. Your legacy gift will help to ensure that NCJW will be able to continue its work to benefit women, children and families into the future.
FY 2017 Donors

NCJW gratefully acknowledges these individuals and foundations whose generous contributions to the Annual Fund in FY2017 supported our ongoing work in the US and Israel.

Visionaries
Deborah J. Simon
Marjorie L. Weiser

Founders
Barbara B. Dobkin
Debbie Hoffmann
Amy Mandel and Katina Rodis Fund
Mindy Wexler

Leaders for Social Change
Helen M. Astmann
Stanley Blum
Lori L. Cohen
Robin Frank
Ellen Jacobs
Beatrice R. Kahn
Lori G. Koffman
Susan C. Levine
Maltz Family Foundation
Stella Sayles
Jan Schneiderman
Linda J. Slucker
Sue K. Tilis
Barbara Zuckerberg

Hannah G. Solomon Leadership Circle
Joni Y. Cohan
Alexander A. and Ruth E. Jacobson Foundation
Robin Leeds
Carole R. Levine
Claire Lipschultz
Sharon B. Lipton
Anne G. London
Janet R. Neuenschwander
Nancy and Kenneth Ratzan
Nan H. Rich
Phyllis K. Snyder
Geraldine Soba
Marsha Soffer
Janet S. Solitt
Barbara E. Spiller
Amy Straus
Nancy A. Wolman

Advocates
Paul and Pearl Caslow Foundation
Ina W. Davis
Nina Goldman
Elaine Reuben
Amy M. Smith

Women Who Dared
Cindy Amberger & Lynne Hvidsten
Loen Amer/Amer Family Foundation
Wendy Starr Baker & Jeffery Baker
Susan R. Behr
Marilyn Colby Rivkin
Eleanor Elbaum
Nancy L. Eskow
Marilyn Flanzbaum
Heilbrunn Family Foundation
Ann R. Kahn
Heather T. Meloy
Beth A. Mitchell
Sandy Nachman
Michal Regunberg
Suzanne Rosentswieg
Betsy and Sidney H. Savelle
Schwarz Family Foundation
Heilbrunn Family Foundation
Ann R. Kahn
Heather T. Meloy
Beth A. Mitchell
Sandy Nachman
Michal Regunberg
Suzanne Rosentswieg
Betsy and Sidney H. Savelle
Schwarz Family Foundation
Heilbrunn Family Foundation

Supporters
Anonymous (2)
Rhonda J. Amber & Betty Amber
Joanne F. Aronson
Marsha I. Atkind
Naomi Bachall
Patricia N. Berman
Laura Blady
Sandra Borns
Anne E. Brodke
Erhla L. Cantor
Robert O. Chaplin
Olivia Cohen-Cutler
Wendy W. Dickerman
Carol Dupkin
Joan A. Evans
Ann J. Folz
Joan I. Gelch

Marian Gelfand
Barbara Gerson
Susan Gifford
Sandra Glassman
Mimi Gleekel
Karla A. Goldman
Debra Blatt Greene
Suzanne Haber
Sylvia Harrison
Lynne S. Jacobs
Jeanne R. Jacobson
Margie Kahn
Cindy Kleiman
Doris K. Lackner
Sara K. Lampert
Ellen and Neil Lang
The D. George Levine and Frances Levine Foundation
Elaine Long
Anne P. Lowenburg
Nancy Luria Cohen
Diann G. Mann
Barbara F. Mayer
Bette W. Miller
Sheila S. Pakula
Ann C. Poll
Preferred Home Health Care
Betty Rosskamm
Eleanor S. Rubin
Betty Schoenbaum
Anne R. Siegel
Sydelle B. Sonkin
Wendy Stanley
Holly H. Strelzik
Marcy Symes
Susan Thal
Marion E. Tischler
Karol W. Todrys
Ann Zimmerman

Friends
Virginia H. Baker
Natalie Baron
Isabel A. Becker
Cindy B. Berger
Emily Berkowitz
Gay S. Block
Brenda F. Brand
The Manny and Ruthy Cohen Foundation, Inc.
Murray Cohen
Jeanne E. Corwin
Elaine Dolgin
Christina Dugger
Amy Eisenstadt
Naomi R. Eisman
David and Charlotte Epstein
Staunton O. Flanders
Naomi Franklin
Pamela Garnick
Jeanne K. Gerson
Jane G. Gold
Patti Goldberg
Linda B. Goldner
Meg Goldstein
Alice C. Goodman
Constance Goodman
Patsy Graham
Yvette Gralla
Adrienne J. Green
Amy Greenberg
Martha B. Greenbaum
Louise F. Grossman
Stephen I. Halper
Shirley K. Haspel
John Herzog
Jo A. Hughes
Sheila Hyatt
Samita Jacobs
Jewish Charities of America
Todd Joseph
Jill Katlin
Josephine Kenin
Eileen R. Kleiman
Zadelle Krasow Greenblatt
Dana Langerman
Lauren L. Lerner
Jill Lexier
Amy Lipin
Julie G. Lowenberg
Julie Lowy
Judith Mishkin
Marilyn B. Monter
Myra K. Morewitz
Iris D. Nelson-Schwartz
Judy Orkin
Lili Perski
Jane Philo
Dorothy Raizman
Hedy Ratner
J. Reed
Dana M. Robbins
Zehava S. Rosenberg
Jackie Rothstein
Janet Schenk
Arlene R. Schenker
Mark H. Schonwetter
Schulein Family Donor
Advised Philanthropic Fund
Terry Schwartz
Leslee Shapiro
Shlenker Block Fund
Lenore D. Siegel
Claudia Sills
Klara A. Silverstein
Ileen Simon
Fern Singer
Nancy F. Solomon
Nita G. Soref
Charlene G. Spielvogel
Ronna Stamm
Gerri Sweder
Judith G. Taylor
Bernetta B. Tennant
Ruth B. Toff
Truist
Paul Waterhouse
Idell Weisberg
Debra Weiss
Marilyn Weiss Alper
Marilyn W. Ziering
Hannah’s List
Anita Altman
Susan Auerhan
Lorna Beckwith-Isenberg
Jacqueline Bruskin
Ytta B. Carr
Marsha Cohn
Rosalind Devon
Jeanne Dinkelspiel
Marianne S. Erlichman
Loretta Fabricant
Dorothy Firestone
Linda C. Fox
Susan B. Golinsky
Nicole M. Gould
Esther Grubbs
Joan D. Hollander
Nedra Kapetansky
Fern Katz
Marilyn Lapidus
Frieda S. Leemon
Inna Maranets
Anne R. Maron
Ronda L. Morris
Ruth Pilot
Harriet and William Prensky
Debra Rappaport
Ella Rembaum
Andrea M. Schuver
Renata Schwebel
Janet Selden
Carolyn Sher
Marsha Shrago
Michele Stone
Wendy Wagenheim
Allison Weinmann

Bequests

NCJW honors the memory of the following donors, who supported our work during their lifetimes, and made it possible for their support to continue through testamentary gifts from their estates. Their memories are a blessing to all who strive for social justice.

Estate of Barbara Cohen
Estate of Sarah Friedman
Estate of Matilda Goodman
Estate of Milton and Pearl Gordon
Irving-Hand Family Trust
Estate of Hortley LeBlang
Estate of Julia G. and Morris Mash
Estate of Marianne Ninin
Estate of Roberta J. Shapiro

Visionaries ($50,000 and above)
Founders (25,000 - $49,999)
Leaders for Social Change (10,000 - $24,999)
Hannah G. Solomon Leadership Circle ($5,000 - $9,999)
Advocates ($3,600 – $4,999)
Women Who Dared ($1,800 - $3,599)
Supporters ($1,000 - $1,799)
Friends ($500 - $999)
Hannah’s List ($360 – $499)

Israel Giving

NCJW thanks the following generous donors who have directed gifts to support our work in Israel through our Israel General Program.

Israel General Programs

Founders
Mildred Weissman

Hannah G. Solomon Leadership Circle
Amy Mandel and Katina Rodis Fund

Women Who Dared
Nancy Bernstein
Nan H. Rich
Stella Sayles
Linda B. Stern

Supporters
Lynne S. Jacobs
Jan Schneiderman
Klara A. Silverstein
Barbara Vanefsky

Friends
Helen M. Astmann
Joan I. Gelch
Laura Kuntz
Claire B. Levine
Adrienne M. Lurie
Suzanne Plastrik
Susan S. Saxl
Zelda Schoengold
Anne R. Siegel
Gilda Slifka
Geraldine Soba
Ruth Zalaznick

Hannah’s List
Sharon B. Lipton
Julie Matlof Kennedy
Judith S. Mintz
Anne F. Oppenheimer
Adina Reshotko
NCJW Union County Section

Israel Granting Program

The Israel Granting Program allows NCJW to support organizations in Israel whose values reflect our mission: improving the lives of women, children, and families in Israel. We thank these generous donors for their support.

Visionaries
Estate of Marilyn Ratner

Leaders for Social Change
Robin Frank
Barbara and Bob Murray

Hannah G. Solomon Leadership Circle
Katherine K. Altman
NCJW Miami (Gr) Section
NCJW Palm Beach Section

Women Who Dared
Nancy Bernstein
Nadine Pertnoy
NCJW Bergen County Section
NCJW Cleveland Section
NCJW Contra Costa Section
NCJW Essex County Section
NCJW Houston (Gr) Section
NCJW Michigan Section
NCJW New York Section
NCJW Peninsula Section

Supporters
Debra Blatt Greene
NCJW Brooklyn Section
NCJW Chicago North Shore Section
NCJW Dallas (Gr) Section
NCJW Jersey Hills Section
NCJW Los Angeles Section
NCJW Louisville Section
NCJW New Orleans (Gr) Section
NCJW Philadelphia (Gr) Section
NCJW Rockland Section
NCJW Sarasota-Manatee Section
NCJW South Cook Section

Hannah’s Circle
Arlene R. Schenker
NCJW Rochester (Gr) Section
NCJW Westbury Section

Additional Israel Granting Program Donors
NCJW Concordia Section
NCJW Lakeville Section
NCJW Long Beach Section
NCJW Minnesota Section
NCJW Union County Section
Initiatives and Project Support

NC JW gratefully acknowledges the following individuals, foundations and businesses who have made generous contributions in FY2017, making these programs and projects possible:

Anti Sex-Trafficking
Eileen R. Gassman
Geraldine Soba

Benchmark
Open Society Foundations
Mazer Israel Women's Research Project
Mazer Family Fund of UJA Federation of New York

Reproductive Justice
Amy Mandel and Katina Rodis Fund
The Shlenker Block Fund
The Dan and Ellen Zelman Family Foundation

Website Initiative
Barbara A. Mandel/ Morton and Barbara Mandel Family Foundation

Women's March
NC JW was honored to lead the Jewish community’s participation in the Women’s March on Washington.
We are grateful to the following foundations that made this possible.
Charles and Lynn Schusterman Family Foundation
The Leichtag Foundation
The Morningstar Foundation

NC JW 47th National Convention
Leaders for Social Change
Bridge in honor of Linda Slucker

Hannah G. Solomon Leadership Circle
Stanley Blum
Coca-Cola
Beatrice R. Kahn
The Marcus Foundation, Inc.
Gary and Karen Singer

Advocates
Howard L. Levine
Christopher Rothko

Women Who Dared
Robin Frank
Debra Blatt Greene
Julie Matlof Kennedy
Ashley Nelly
Kate Przyl
Dennis Riese
Phyllis K. Snyder
NC JW SE Atlantic Section

Supporters
Helen M. Astmann
Jeanette Blanco
Robert Cohen
Lori L. Cohen
Rory Darnay
Angelo Federico
Bernie Friedman
Joan S. Green
Frances Goldman
Susan J. Gordon
Nancy Grosfeld
Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP
Sandra P. Kapell
Nancy K. Kaufman
Patrick Kennedy
Sara Lipton
Lloyds Planning Insurance
Anne G. London
Fani Magnus Monson
Linda Matlof
Sandra Matz
Beth A. Mitchell
Wendy Phoenix
Nancy & Kenneth Ratzan
Stephanie Rodgers
Betsy & Sidney H. Savelle
Stella Sayles
Tony M. Scherzer
Jan Schneiderman
Linda J. Slucker
Rudy Slucker
Geraldine Soba
Patricia R. Squire
Mollie A. Traub
Lori and Steven Weisberg
Marjorie L. Weiser
Mindy Wexler
NC JW Cleveland Section
NC JW Essex County Section
NC JW Los Angeles Section
NC JW New York Section
NC JW Pittsburgh Section

Friends
ABC Caging & Fulfillment Services, Inc
Margo Amgott
Elaine & Tzafrir Avinoam
James & Suzanne Bergoffen
Nicki Bloch
Stephane & Alison Block Gerson
Michael Blum
M. Catherine Cantor
Annie Cohen
Fabio D’emilio
Ellen & Neil Feinstein
Jacqueline Fetner
Carol S. Fienberg
Barbara Franklin
Jed Garfunkel
Pat and Sandy Garfunkel
Anne Gershon
Perry & Lisa Gershon
Joan Goldberg
Nina Goldman
Irma and Michael Goldstein
Judy K. Green
Sheila R. Grossman
Grace B. Gutman
Jackie Gutwirth
Joseph Hall
Gail Hochman
Debbie Hoffmann
Donna Jakubovitz
John Mini Consulting, Inc.
Terri Keville
Hal Kimowitz
Alice Klein
Ricki L. Kline
Arlene Kossoff
Life Steps OB/GYN
Sharon B. Lipton
Heather T. Meloy
Judith S. Mintz
Bette W. Miller
Michael Mimeles
Jerry Pavlon-Blum
Penny N. Pensak
Carole M. Pesner
Randi Pollard
Charmion Raeburn
Ruth Ratner
Erica P. Regunberg
Elisa S. Ricks
Martin Ricks
Victoria Riese
Judith S. Rosenberg
Jeffery & Evelyn Sabin
Ed Schechter
John Schmidt
Amy Schottenfels
Jeffrey Schwartz
Judith Shindul-Rothschild
Donna Slatkin
Amy M. Smith
Clifford Smith
Michael Solitt
Janet S. Solitt
Helene Solomon
Sara Stein
Susan Summer
Leora Tapper
Sue K. Tilis
Marian & Michael Toonkel
Vertican Technologies, Inc.
West End Strategy
NC JW Brooklyn Section
NCJW 47th National Convention Friends continued

Endowment Funds

NCJW celebrates and is thankful to those individuals and affiliates whose contributions to endowment funds sustain our current and future work.

Individual Endowment Funds

Isabelle G. Brown Fund for Leadership Development
The Norma Loewenstein Drabkin Endowed Scholarship Fund
Lenore & George Feldman Memorial Endowment Fund
Lenore Feldman Fischler Leadership Development Fund
established in memory of NCJW Honorary President
Lenore Feldman Fischer by: Ed Fischler, the children of Lenore Feldman Fischler and the Estate of Lenore Feldman Fischler

The NCJW RIFIE Endowment

Founders
Jack Amsterdam*
Shirley I. and Harold I.* Leviton
Barbara A. and Morton Mandel
Kalman and Ida Wolens Foundation
The Estate of Bernice S. Posner
Adrienne W. and Bill Taft*

Mayer Israel Memorial Trust
Sobel Fund
Ruth and Louis Zalaznick Fund
The NCJW Fund for the Future Endowment

**Visionaries**
Mr. Ronald & Isabelle Brown*
Lenore & Dr. George Feldman*
Lois Lehrman Grass
Shirley I. & Harold I.* Leviton
Barbara A. & Morton Mandel
Joy S. Mankoff
Laura & John Pomerantz
Helen Serxner
NCJW Tidewater Section

**Founders**
Jack Amsterdam*
Brenda F. & Stuart Brand
Sally F. Brodo*
Selma Feld*
Marice L. Halper *
Susan & Mel* Katz
Martha & Paul Korngold*
Esther R. Landa*
Nan & David Rich
Helen Dante Shevin
Adrienne W. & Bill Taft*
Mrs. Adolph Weil, Jr.
Barbara & Robert Yaspan
Barbara & Roy Zuckerberg
NCJW Michigan Section

**Leaders for Social Change**
Phyllis & Richard Bernstein
Nanci A. Bobrow, PhD
Caryn Dubrow
Nancy E. Fishman
Bernice S.* & Philip Frieder
Mary K. Greenblatt*
Debra Blatt Greene
Ruth S. Greenman
Rose Gross *
Robert B. & Shirley K. Haspel
Donald & Ronne Hess
Shirley T. & Norman* Joseph
Jean G. Kahn
Mrs. Louise W. Kahn *
Clara Leight
Barbara & Cy Leslie *
Sheri & Stuart Levine
Ruth Lipschultz*
Florence & Joseph Mandel
Lilyan* & Jack Mandel
Bebe & Ralph Mann
Bette W. Miller

Jo Ann Meyers Morrison*
Ilene & Howard Olansky
Sue Plastrik
Lillian Resnik
Vivian Richenthal*
Marta Rosenthal
Phyllis Michaels Schaffer
Emma M. Simon*
Marilyn Soble
Philip Spiewak*
NCJW Essex County Section
NCJW Kew Gardens Section
NCJW South Shore Section
NCJW Southern District Section

**Hannah G. Solomon Leadership Circle**
Anonymous (2)
Karen & Stevan Adler
Katherine K. Altman
Felicia & Kenneth Anchor
Joanne & Danny Aronson
Helen & Lloyd Astmann
Marsha Atkind
Marilyn & Jack Belz
Julie Russin Bercow
Cheryl Berenson
Harriet Berger
Barbara Bierman
Sandra G. Bishins
Carol Bloch
Joy & Richard Blondheim
Madeleine & George Brecher
Joan & Bernard* Bronk
Carol R. Brooklyn
Gail & Alfred Bryman
Fran Butensky
Joan Butwin
Erhla Lapinsky Cantor
Karen R. Cherins
Ruth Berliss Ciner
Carol Sue & Stephen Coden
Evelyn Cohan
Joni Cohan
Nancy Luria Cohen
Patti Cohen-Hecht
Jean & Lewis Cole*
Jan Coleman
Ethel Copen*
Jane Desberg
Ruth M. Dolkart*
Lee Dreiling*
Alice R. Ehrenfeld*
Deborah R. Engleson
Nancy Eskow
Nancy Etsekson
June & Donald Feinsod
Dr. Michael & Robin Feldman
Jacqueline Fetner
Ruth Ann Fisher Mendel
Betty Jane S. Fleischaker*
Maud R. Fliegelman*
Robin Frank
Bertha Gandl*
Dianne D.* & Harris A. Gilbert
Jacqueline Gillman
Dori Ginsburg
Sandra Goldberg*
Roberta Goldman
Meg Goldstein
Sam Goldstein*
Susan Burk Golinsky
Phyllis Gottdiener
Edith Grant
Louise B. Grass*
Hazel A. Groman
Amy C. Grossman
Sheila R. Grossman
Donna Gutman
Marlene Hammerman
Shirley K. Haspel, Esther L. Krasne & Dolores K. Neustadt
Terry A. Hausner
Barbara & Edward Held
Linda L. Henderson
Barbara K. Herman
Hermelin Family Foundation
Rita Wyant Herskovits
Jennifer & Tom Hillman
Debbie Hoffmann
Esther Horowitz
Marilyn Horowitz
Felisa Ihly
Barbara & Jerry Isan
Joan P. Ivler
Ellen Jacobs
Terry E. Jonas
Mary Loventhal Jones
Shirley T. & Norman Joseph*
Beatrice Kahn
Rosalie Kaltman
Sadie Kane*
Carol Katzman
Nancy K. Kaufman
Diane & Paul Kessler
Roberta & Arnold Kleinick
Ricki & Lanny Kline
Sarah B. Kupchik
Karen Kurland
Doris Lackner
Judy Lease
Terran Leemis
Ellen & Donald Legow
Cindy Lerner
Ilene Singer Levenson
Ann & Robert Levenstein
Roslyn Levine*
Carole R. Levine
Susan C. Levine
Dorothy Levitan*
Lucy S. Levy
Juliet Lieber*
Ruth* & Jerome Lieber
Stella E. Lieberman*
Nancy R. & David Liebman Futransky
Stephanie Lighter
Sharon Lipton
Sheila Loewenstern
Anne G. London
Lucille Lovitt
Joe and Emily Lowe Foundation
Gloria Luria
Adrienne Lurie
Ellen & Andy Lynette
Lynn & Carl A. Lyss
Gayle B. Marger
Sylvia & Lawrence Margolies
Diane* & Hank Marowitz
Eleanor D. Marvin*
Mildred Mast
Wilma Messing
Judy & Arthur* Mintz
Rhoda Morgan
Linda & Charles Moses
Sharyn & Edmond Mukamal, D.D.S.
Elinor Multer*
Eileen Muslin
Janet & Morris Newberger
Tina B. Novick
Brenda Nullman
Anne F. & John Oppenheimer
Patricia & Myles Pensak
Roberta K. Pincus
Jody Platt
Barbara C. Rabkin
Hattie & Earl Rappaport
Nancy & Kenneth Ratzan
Mrs. Ellen Reinhach
Barbara & Norman Reitman
Laura L. Rodriguez
Eddy K. Rosen
Maureen & Barry Rosen
Judy S. Rosenberg
Joseph & Evelyn Rosenblatt
Howard Rosenthal
Dorothy S.* & Robert E. Rosenwald
Mr. & Mrs. John Rosenwald, Jr.
Ellen Rosner
Anna Mae Ross
Ellen & Howard Rossen
Louis T. Roth Foundation
Robert Rothbart
Harriet A. Rothenberg*
Bertha Rudd
Sue & David Rudd
Gail & Susan Sack
Toni Scherzer
Jan & Les* Schneiderman
Francine & Morton Schoenbach
Betty Schoenbaum
Zelda Schoengold
Florence & Richard Schornstein
Dorothy L. Schwab*
Margaret "Peggy" Schwartz
Barby Schwid
Sharon Scott Gustafson
Sylvia & Saul Seltzer
Anne R. Siegel
Marcia M. Siegler
Judith G. Singer
Linda Slucker
Phyllis Snyder
Geraldine & Daniel Soba
Bonnie Sockel-Stone
Janet Solitt
Dr. & Mrs. Charles S Solomon
Charlene Spielvogel
Elaine R. Sterling
Christine Stone
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome Stone
Holly H. Strelzik
Luci Sunshine
Marjorie Susman
Jill Tavlin Swartz
Millicent Swerdlow
Gail Tauber*
Rosalie Taubman
Sue K. Tilis
Janet & Tim Timmons
Michelle R. Trachtman
Barbara & Herb Vanefsky
Terry L. Vismantas
Jan K. Weil
Lisa Bloch & Adolph Weil
Marjorie & Martin Weil
Josephine S.* & Leonard H. Weiner
Judge Noah Weinstein*
Marjorie L. Weiser
Ronnie L. Weiss
Mindy Wexler
Betty S. Wolf*
Nan & Leonard Wood
Barbara & Robert Wortman
Ruth & Lou Zalaznick
Ann & William Zoumer
NCJW Boca Delray Section
NCJW Forest Hills Section
NCJW Greater Minneapolis Section
NCJW Lower Hudson Valley Section
NCJW Marin County Section
NCJW North Broward FL Section
NCJW Rockland Section
NCJW San Gabriel Valley Section
NCJW Stamford CT Section
The NCJW Israel Endowment Fund

Visionaries
Ann Robison*
Hannah Shulhafer
Ida Zimmerman
NCJW Philadelphia (Gr) Section

Founders
Barbara & Gerald Cook
DeRoy Testamentary Foundation
Alexander A. & Ruth E. Jacobson Foundation
Dr. Alan & Eleanor Lefkowitz
Eleanor Polturak*
NCJW Jamaica Section
NCJW Hollywood Section

Leaders for Social Change
Wanda Burger*
Edith Grant
Tessie Harris*
Rosita & Esteban* Herczeg
Doreen Hermelin
Betty M. Kranzberg*
Eleanor D. Marvin*
Florence Morgen
Laura & John Pomerantz
Nan & David Rich
Ruth & Harry* Rich
Erna Schick*
Emma M. Simon
NCJW Birmingham Section
NCJW Brooklyn Section
NCJW Kew Gardens Section
NCJW Long Beach Section
NCJW New York Section

Hannah G. Solomon Leadership Circle:
Roni Beshears
Selma W. Black*
Raela & Marvin Bloom
Joan & Bernard* Bronk
Mr. Ronald & Isabelle Brown*
Barbara & Daniel Drench
Blanche Finkelstein
Marilyn & Gerald Flanzbaum
Karen N. Freedman
Sadie Hausman Gardner*
Donna & Stuart* Gary
Meryl Diamond Gindin
Joanie Glickstein
Barbara Black Goldfarb
Vera & Sol Goodman
Lisa Gorman
Louise B. Grass*
Barbara Gross*
International Council of Jewish Women
Susan Katz
Myron Kaufman
Karen Labinger
Esther R. Landa*
Carolyn R. “Pinky” Lebovitz
Barbara* & Cy Leslie
Fran Levey & Alice Miller
Donna & Richard Loundy
Ruth & Maurice S. Meyers

Bette W. Miller
Thelma* & Stanley Morse
Sharlane Packar
Dr. Karen Rabin-Greenly
Hattie & Earl Rappaport
Beatrice & Nathan Richstone*
Joan Riegel
Sondra & Marvin Rose
Eleanor & Robert Rubin
Susan & Richard Sandler
Stella & Donald* Sayles
Virginia Seldin
Barbara & Martin Semel
Carolyn G. Silbey
Leslie Sternlieb
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome Stone
Helaine Sugarman
Sue K. Tilis
Josephine S.* & Leonard H. Weiner
Robert A. Wiener
Barbara & Robert Wortman
Lois G.* & Donald Zaas
NCJW Forest Hills Section
NCJW Greater Summit (NJ) Section
NCJW Omaha Section
NCJW Palm Springs CA Section
NCJW Southern District Section
NCJW Tri-Town Section
NCJW Tulsa Section
NCJW Washington D.C. Section
NCJW Watchung Hills (NJ) Section

*of blessed memory

Convention Israel Plenary Session
Liel Even-Zohar, WePower; Ghaida Rinawie-Zoabi, Injaz Center for Professional Arab Local Government; Moderator: Dina Charnin
The NCJW Legacy Society

We are grateful to those who have chosen to include NCJW in their estate plans.
## NCJW Sections By State

### Arizona
- Arizona

### California
- Contra Costa
- Long Beach
- Los Angeles
- Sacramento
- Saddleback
- San Francisco

### Colorado
- Colorado

### Connecticut
- Danbury Affinity Group
- Hartford (Gr)

### Florida
- Hollywood
- Kendall
- Miami (Gr)
- Palm Beach
- Sarasota-Manatee
- SE Atlantic
- Tallahassee
- Valencia Shores

### Georgia
- Atlanta

### Illinois
- Chicago North Shore
- South Cook

### Indiana
- Indianapolis

### Kentucky
- Louisville

### Louisiana
- New Orleans (Gr)

### Maine
- Southern Maine

### Maryland
- Montgomery County

### Massachusetts
- New Bedford

### Michigan
- Michigan

### Minnesota
- Minnesota

### Missouri
- Kansas City (Gr)
- St. Louis

### Nebraska
- Nebraska

### New Jersey
- Bergen County
- Central Jersey
- Concordia
- Essex County
- Jersey Hills
- Metro Jersey
- Union County
- West Morris

### New York
- Long Island
- Lakeville
- Peninsula
- South Shore
- Westbury

### New York City Metro Area
- Brooklyn
- New York

### Ohio
- Cleveland
- Columbus

### Pennsylvania
- Philadelphia (Gr)
- Pittsburgh

### South Carolina
- Charleston

### Tennessee
- Nashville

### Texas
- Austin
- Dallas (Gr)
- Houston (Gr)
- San Antonio

### Utah
- Utah

### Virginia
- Hampton Roads

### Washington
- Seattle

### Wisconsin
- Milwaukee

---

### NCJW Inc. Senior Staff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chief Executive Officer</td>
<td>Nancy K. Kaufman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Financial Officer</td>
<td>Angelo Federico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Director of Planning &amp; Operations</td>
<td>Sarah Feinberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of Marketing &amp; Communications</td>
<td>Amanda Lang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of Washington Operations</td>
<td>Jody Rabhan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of Israel Programs</td>
<td>Dina Charnin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim Director of Development</td>
<td>Fani Magnus Monson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Director of Development</td>
<td>Samantha Pohl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NCJW Office
475 Riverside Drive, Suite 1901
New York, NY 10115
Tel 212 870 2740
Fax 212 645 7466
Email: action@ncjw.org

Washington Office
1707 L Street, NW, Suite 950
Washington, D.C. 20036
Tel 202 296 2588
Fax 202 331 7792
Email: action@ncjwinc.org

NCJW is moving in the Fall of 2018!
Watch for our new address.

Facebook
Facebook.com/ncjwinc

Twitter
@NCJW
@NCJWCEO

Stay Informed
ncjw.org/sign-up